Introduction
In international copyright law, the minimum standards of rights holder protection are set by treaty and extended by national treatment principles. Exceptions to those protections are not typically required by treaty, but are permitted ad hoc in each member state subject to treaty obligations designed to ensure the protections in any copyright territory are not hollowed-out by that member state's exceptions.
1 In other words, the minimum treaty standards for rights are essentially global, whereas permissible exceptions to rights are essentially local within certain treaty restrictions. The cardinal restriction on national copyright exceptions since the formation of the World Trade Organization in the mid-1990s is the three-step test. This test, first devised at the 1967 Stockholm revision to the Berne Convention as a limit upon exceptions to the reproduction right, provides in its TRIPS article 13 formulation that: 'Members shall confine limitations and exceptions to exclusive rights to certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the rights holder'.
2 Thus, the three steps are (1) the exception is a special case; (2) the classes of copyright users (e.g. libraries and archives). 8 The third type are remunerated exceptions which relate to aspects of educational use, governmental use, the retransmission of broadcasts, the sound recording of musical works, and, the public performance or broadcasting of sound recordings. 9 The 2013 ALRC recommendation entailed supplanting the first type of exception with US-style fair use, an openended exception guided by an illustrative list of purposes and criteria, for that fair use exception to also supplant many of the second type of specific without-charge exceptions and to override the educational and governmental remunerated exceptions in areas of overlap. 10 Those advocating fair use depict the current regime of Australian copyright exceptions as too rigid.
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This argument is put by comparing the Australian regime to its US counterpart. These advocates typically depict the US system as limber and nimble because the fair use exception can be judicially stretched to fill gaps. 12 They argue that technology is making possible too many new uses of copyright to be accommodated by closed-list statutory text. Furthermore, some copyright users have a financial interest to advocate for a fair use exception that might convert some of their paid-for uses into without-charge uses. 13 Those resisting fair use reforms distinguish the small Australian copyright jurisdiction from the large US one, and point out that each jurisdiction is situated in quite different civil litigation and constitutional traditions.
14 The contrast leads to the basic point that Australia is unlikely to arrive at a critical mass of fair use copyright jurisprudence. Cases will be sparse and incapable of producing a cohesive, overarching framework to explicate the operation of an open-ended Australian fair use exception. It may be decades, if ever, until High Court authority emerges. Lacking a body of case law, an Australian open-ended exception will be a source of uncertainty. Producers and creators in copyrightdependant industries see that uncertainty as an economic threat. As mentioned above, the other recent occasion when US fair use was advocated in Australia occurred in the wake of the 2004 AUSFTA. This advocacy was very much by way of a reaction to what were considered copyright-maximalist aspects of the AUSFTA. These included the US exporting aspects of its copyright law relating to: longer terms of protection; storage within random access memory comprising an aspect of the reproduction right; and, liability for circumventing technical access controls. 16 The AUSFTA's copyright impacts were said to require a rebalancing which, some argued, could be achieved by Australia importing the US fair use regime. 17 The argument was not accepted by the Australian government of the day -a non-acceptance which provides some context to a subsequent government including in its reference to the ALRC 'whether further exceptions should recognise fair use of copyright material'.
18 Instead, in 2006 section 200AB was enacted to respond to the demands being made then for an Australian fair use exception.
19 Section 200AB is a remarkable provision and there are few, if any, who consider the exception to be fit for purpose. 20 Today it provides a type of backstop exception to benefit libraries, archives and educational institutions. 21 However, to meet right holder concerns about compliance with the three-step test, the provision inscribes three-step test language as the criteria for its operation. The operation of the exception is essentially defined by uses that fall within the treaty norm of the three-step test.
The aim of this article is to propose a reform pathway well-suited to Australian conditions. The proposal is to confer a delegated legislative power upon the Copyright Tribunal of Australia for it to periodically determine new public interest exceptions. As will be explained, this reform would also require for separation of powers reasons, that the Tribunal be reconstituted to perform such a legislative function. Thus, the proposal is one that navigates a course between the current law and the open slather adoption of US-style fair use recommended by the ALRC. It would do so by creating a public interest rule-making power within an existing Australian copyright institution. It is also proposed to use as the vehicle for the delegation of power an overhauled section 200AB, so that the three-step test no longer uncertainties this entails. More generally, we believe that the current arrangements reduce the transaction costs involved in operating the copyright system, and make for enhanced efficiencies.' 16 AUSFTA, art 17.4 (1), (4), (7) nakedly applies in domestic law, but instead operates as criteria to inform the legislative choices of the Tribunal.
Navigating between standards and rules
Law and economics literature draws a distinction between two regulatory settings. In one, 'rules', effort is undertaken to give detailed content to law prior to the occurrence of conduct intended to be governed. In the other, 'standards', no such ex ante effort occurs. Rather, under broad principles any detailed content of the law is effectively determined ex post, after the occurrence of relevant conduct, by the precedential effect of judicial decisions. 22 Kaplow, in an influential article that has framed what is now a mainstream economic analysis, gives insight into the choice between rules-based or standards-based law. 23 A rules system will be optimal if a law is to govern frequently occurring and homogenous conduct; the one-off ex ante cost of designing the rules 'are likely to be exceeded by the savings realized each time the rule is applied '. 24 This is because the alternative, a standards system: (i) required costly and frequent litigation for any precedent-generated rules to emerge; and (ii) many who contemplate the scope of a standard's potential operation to their circumstances will, because of the standard's lower predictive certainty, find it difficult and costly to comply. This will often entail legal advice, or running the gauntlet of possible non-compliance, or both. Kaplow concluded that when the conduct made subject to the relevant law is frequent and homogenous, 'standards tend to be costlier and result in behaviour that conforms less well to underlying norms'. 25 Conversely standards are likely to be preferable if the targeted conduct is infrequent, highly variable and unpredictable. For sparse and unusual conduct, 'determining the appropriate content of the law for all such contingencies would be expensive, and most of the expense would be wasted', and only then is it better to adopt a standard for application if that conduct arises.
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Kaplow's analysis might lead policy-makers away from the ALRC's suggested fair use reform. The ALRC explains its fair use proposal as 'a broad standard that incorporates principles, rather than a detailed prescriptive rule'.
27 However, fair use is an exception that would apply to the primary economic rights attached to all copyright subject matter recognised under Australian law, and would cater to a vast array of copyright uses occurring in Australia by individuals and companies. On any view, it is law that is intended to govern (using the language of Kaplow) frequently occurring conduct. Also, the conduct governed is homogenous insofar as it must comprise one or more of the finite exclusive rights attached 22 Hudson above note 20, 211-221. 23 26 Ibid 621-622. In the Australian setting it is instructive to consider the legal response to the introduction by section 52 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) of a legal standard applying to a broad range of commercial conduct. After a hiatus in which the provision was not pleaded, the default position was ultimately to fall back upon more detailed rules found in other causes of action (such as the tort of passing off) or grounds of contractual rescission (such as misrepresentation) to supply operative legal rules. 27 ALRC above note 5, 22.
to recognised copyright subject-matter. 28 Kaplow's analysis suggests that a standard-based approach in such a setting will entail high social cost in terms of uncertainty, legal fees and poor compliance with legal norms.
The Australian reform proposal of the ALRC is modelled on the US fair use exception. Compared to the US, the Australian jurisdiction is one in which copyright litigation is infrequent, and in which there are few constitutional principles for guidance. For example, the High Court of Australia has to date not had reason to substantively consider a fair dealing exception. Hunter -an Australian law academic who has taught in the US -describes this contrast in the following terms:
[T]here is a golden thread that runs through much of US fair use -speech rights -and the protection of multiple avenues of speech explains a significant number of US cases. Australia does not have either of the two features that characterise the US system: that is, it does not have the same commitment to speech rights and it does not have a large number of court decisions from which one can derive patterns and rules. This means that … in Australia there will still be a much broader area of penumbral uncertainty than exists within the US.
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In mounting its case for fair use, the ALRC's consideration of whether a fair use 'standard' was preferable to existing fair dealing 'rules' did not focus on any detailed economic analysis of the proposed law. 30 Kaplow's analysis is not cited. To the extent these matters were considered relevant to the ALRC, the social costs of an uncertain fair use standard were regarded as an acceptable price to pay for flexibility. The driver of the ALRC's reform proposal was a stated desire for a flexible free exception regime: 'law that incorporates principles or standards is generally more flexible than prescriptive rules, and can adapt to new technologies and services'.
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From the failure to readily adopt the ALRC's fair use proposal -the support of Ernst & Young and the Productivity Commission notwithstanding -the Australian government seems unpersuaded that the social costs of an uncertain standard justify the benefits of flexibility. Indeed, implicit in the government's response to the proposal is the underlying question: can flexibility be achieved in an alternative way, without imposing so heavily the costs of uncertainty upon Australian society and industry? To that question, this article explains how the vesting of relevant legislative (rule-making) power in a reconstituted Copyright Tribunal of Australia might offer a pathway well-suited to Australian conditions. 28 In this regard the conduct being regulated is like an example offered by Kaplow above note 23, 563: 'To illustrate the analysis, consider the problem of regulating the disposal of hazardous substances. For chemicals used frequently in settings with common characteristics -such as dry cleaning and automotive fluids -a rule will tend to be desirable.' 
Consideration of the regulatory solution
By an enactment of 2007 Israel appears to have pioneered the vesting of regulatory power to create exceptions to the primary economic rights of copyright: '[The relevant minister] may make regulations prescribing conditions under which a use shall be deemed a fair use'. 32 While it seems that no regulations have been made under the Israeli provision, some of the possibilities created by it received scrutiny during the ALRC inquiry. 33 It was apparently brought to the attention of the ALRC by a November 2012 submission of the Copyright Advisory Group of the Standing Council on School Education and Early Childhood (CAG): 'This is an interesting model which could be explored as a way of balancing the interests of flexibility and certainty often raised by commentators as the policy trade off to be made between a fair use and fair dealing system'. 34 In its subsequent Discussion Paper the ALRC observed that the CAG submission 'suggested that a degree of certainty may be attained in other ways, including drawing upon the Israeli model of deeming certain uses as fair ex ante -that is, before the event ' . 35 The possibilities implicit in the Israeli regulatory power then attracted the support of both the Pirate Party 36 and the Cyberspace Law and Policy Community, the latter submitting: 'Not only would regulations be able to add new general categories of illustrative purposes, but, being more easily amended than legislation, could also incorporate technology-specific illustrative purposes where that was felt desirable'. 37 Ultimately the idea of a type of fair use regulatory power was discarded by the ALRC, consigned to a mere footnote in the final report. 38 However it provides a kernel for the reform suggestion that follows -although empowering the Copyright Tribunal of Australia to be the maker of such regulations was not suggested to the ALRC.
A more established precedent for the reform here proposed are the delegated legislative powers conferred in US law under some of the 1998 reforms of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). particular class of copyrights works'. 40 After the initial rulemaking -which occurred in 2000 upon the commencement of the prohibition -the regime requires such a rulemaking to occur every three years. So far there have been six rulemakings, with the most recent occurring in 2015. 41 An exemption granted in one rulemaking applies only until the next rulemaking, at which time it must be either remade or lapse. 42 Thus, an exemption that was first granted in 2000 for 'literary works, including computer programs and databases, protected by access control mechanisms that fail to permit access because of malfunction, damage or obsoleteness', was continued in 2003 but confined to computer programs with access controls that were 'obsolete' -a term then formally defined to mean 'no longer manufactured or reasonably available in the commercial marketplace.'
43 In 2006 and 2010 that exemption was continued.
44 At the following rulemaking, which occurred in 2012, the exemption was discontinued, thereby lapsing, and has not been revived since.
The process by which this exemption-by-rulemaking power is exercised is that which commonly applies to other US federal agencies. 45 In the latest rulemaking, the sixth triennial proceedings, the procedural history unfolded as follows. In September 2014 the Copyright Office published a Notice of Inquiry inviting interested parties to submit petitions for proposed exemptions. Forty-four such petitions were lodged. 46 In a December 2014 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) the Copyright Office concluded that three of the petitions sought exemptions that could not be granted as a matter of law, and declined to put those proposals forward for public comment and grouped the remaining proposed exemptions into twenty-seven proposed classes of works. 47 Nearly 40,000 comments were submitted in response to the NPRM in support or opposition, with the 'vast majority' described as short statements of support or opposition, with the minority comprising longer submissions. 48 In May 2015 the Copyright Office held seven days of public hearings in Los Angeles and Washington DC, taking evidence from sixty-three witnesses. 49 The final rule made in October 2015 entailed exemptions for ten classes of works.
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40 Copyright Act 1976 (US), §1201(a)(1)(B). The rulemaking inquiry is directed in §1201(a)(1)(C) to: '(i) The availability for use of copyrighted works; (ii) The availability for use of works for nonprofit archival, preservation, and educational purposes; (iii) The impact that the prohibition on the circumvention of technological measures applied to copyrighted works has on criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research; (iv) Several points can be made about this regime. The first is to emphasise what the power is not. It is not a regulatory power to create exceptions -such as new fair use purposes -to the primary economic rights of copyright. Rather, the power is more limited. It is to determine, as a matter of currently available evidence, the extent to which the circumvention prohibition adversely impacts upon existing 'noninfringing' uses, and to create, or continue, exemptions to circumvention liability to facilitate those uses. The second is that while the power was driven by Congressional Committee concerns that access control circumvention prohibition would undermine Congress's 'long-standing commitment to the concept of fair use', 51 the 'noninfringing' uses themselves do not necessarily need to involve fair use. Rather they might comprise a use that has been voluntarily licensed by the rights holder or use under some other type of copyright exception in US copyright law. The third is that the Congress elected to shy away from creating such exemptions by a type of broad statutory standard that applies in fair use cases, and instead elected more clearly delineated ex ante rules. 52 Finally, a stated objective choosing a regulatory (rather than statutory) approach was to provide greater flexibility.
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The use of regulations to create circumvention exemptions has been adopted in Australia because the broad contours of the DMCA anti-circumvention regime were exported to Australia in the FTA. 54 This included the requirement that any ad hoc exceptions to the act of circumventing an access control for one's own use of copyright (as opposed to the supply of devices or services) be made and reviewed periodically. 55 The Australian implementation involves the making of delegated legislation through departmental processes. Although this typically involves public comments on exposure drafts, it occurs in a way quite different from the more openly contested and evidence-based processes before the US Copyright Office. 56 More generally the consignment of substantive matters to regulations is not unusual in the Australian copyright system. Aside from prescribing matters of detail, important aspects of Australian copyright law are found in regulations -the regulations extending the protections of 51 US Congress, House Committee on Commerce, Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, House Report Number 105-551 part 2, 22 July 1998, 26. 52 The regime was intended to create a mechanism which would 'monitor developments in the marketplace for copyrighted materials, and allow the enforceability of the prohibition against the act of circumvention to be selectively waived, for limited time periods, if necessary to prevent a diminution in the availability to individual users of a particular category of copyrighted materials': ibid 36. 53 Ibid. 54 AUSFTA, arts 17.4.7 and 17.4.8. 55 AUSFTA, arts 17.4.7(a), (e) and (f). The AUSFTA negotiations occurred amid litigation which revealed Australia's initial anti-circumvention regime to not protect access controls: David J Brennan, 'What can it mean 'to prevent or inhibit the infringement of copyright'? -A critique on Stevens v Sony' (2006) 17 Australian Intellectual Property Journal 81. 56 The specific AUSFTA obligation, which sets out one category of exceptions for 'own act circumvention' requires confinement to circumvention to undertake: 'non-infringing uses of a work, performance, or phonogram in a particular class of works, performances, or phonograms, when an actual or likely adverse impact on those noninfringing uses is credibly demonstrated in a legislative or administrative review or proceeding; provided that any such review or proceeding is conducted at least once every four years from the date of conclusion of such review or proceeding': AUSFTA art 17.4.7(e)(viii). Regulations first made in 2007 and reviewed in 2012 that provides for ten categories of prescribed acts: Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), ss 116AN(9)(c) and 132APC(9)(c); Copyright Regulations 1969, reg 20Z and Schedule 10A. A departmental process is currently underway as part of a wider revision of Australian copyright regulations: https://www.communications.gov.au/have-your-say/review-copyrightregulations-1969-and-copyright-tribunal-procedure-regulations-1969 (last visited 9 January 2018). In that review, the compliance of the Australian processes with the AUSFTA 17.4.7(e)(viii) obligation has been questioned: Submission of Australian Home Entertainment Distributors Association, 6 October 2017, 2-3.
Australian copyright law to foreign subject matter and foreign performances are perhaps the most striking example of this. 57 However, Australia has no experience of any agency or tribunal making copyright regulations through a process akin to that applied by the US Copyright Office under the DMCA regime.
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Since the US Copyright Office has commenced its role in making these exemptions, there has been some US academic consideration of how regulation by a US government agency 'can shift fair use from standards to rules and from litigation to administration'.
59 Writing in 2009, Mazzone argued that an 'administrative agency can, and should, regulate fair use'.
60 He suggested the creation of The Office for Fair Use (TOFU) and part of the remit of this hypothetical agency was explained as follows:
TOFU would generate regulations prohibiting interference with fair uses of copyrighted works. These regulations would specify, consistent with the [fair use provision in US copyright statute] the uses that constitute fair uses of copyrighted works in specific sectors. In developing regulations that define fair use and prohibit interference with it, TOFU would be expected to receive input from copyright owners, those who seek to make use of copyrighted works, representatives from relevant industries and interest groups, copyright law experts, and other interested parties.
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This was put as part of Mazzone's thesis that regulatory law should fill out the detail of US fair use law because fair use, in the hands of the US Congress and courts, does not function well and that 'neither entity is likely to provide a law of fair use that meets the current -and future -needs of those who make use of copyrighted works while protecting also the interests of copyright owners'. 62 The question raised here is: should the Copyright Tribunal of Australia assume the novel role of making regulations in a manner similar to Mazzone's imagined TOFU?
Current Operation of the Tribunal
Modelled on the UK Performing Right Tribunal, the Copyright Tribunal of Australia was created within Part VI of the current Act upon its commencement in 1969. 63 On creation, its primary jurisdictional roles were oversight of voluntary collective licensing schemes and arbitral determination of royalty rates under statutory licences. The Tribunal is comprised of both presidential and non-presidential members, appointed by executive government for a term of no more than 7 years. Presidential membership consists of the President and one or more Deputy Presidents. Under the current qualification 57 Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), ss 184 and 248U; Copyright (International Protection) Regulations 1969. 58 An Australian body that makes regulations in a somewhat analogous manner to its American counterpart, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), is the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA). In Harbour Radio v ACMA (2012) 202 FCR 525, broadcasting standards made conditional upon the ACMA seeking public comment and being satisfied as to certain matters on the standard of 'convincing evidence' were found to be of a legislative nature. 59 64 Non-presidential members may be drawn from a wider pool, tapping into expertise from those in public administration, industry, education, economics, law -as well current and former judges.
The jurisdiction of the Tribunal has expanded since 1969. There has been some expansion of jurisdiction over the original statutory licences, in particular by conferring upon the tribunal an arbitral rate determination power over the mechanical reproduction licence for musical works. 65 The jurisdiction of the Tribunal over voluntary collective licences has also somewhat expanded. 66 However most expansion has been driven by the creation in the 1980s of statutory licences administered under a declared collecting society model whereby member-based, not-for-profit companies are declared under public law (usually by a government Minister, but also by the Tribunal itself) to administer statutory licences and remit collected royalties to their members. Aside from arbitral rate determination power under the new statutory licences, jurisdiction has been conferred on the Tribunal to: revoke a collecting society's declaration; to make declarations of societies for the collective administration of the government copying licence; and, to review declared societies' distribution arrangements. 67 In all cases questions of law can be referred by the Tribunal to the Federal Court of Australia, and judicial review of determinations of the Tribunal is always available to an aggrieved party.
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In broad terms the current jurisdiction of the Tribunal can be thought of as comprising two aspects: (i) an administrative arbitral power over royalty rates and collective voluntary licences, and (ii) an administrative oversight power over declared societies and their operations. However, the proposal outlined below involves the grant of legislative power to the Tribunal. Because the Tribunal President must be 'a Judge of the Federal Court of Australia' and other members may be serving federal judges, the Constitutional issue of separation of powers squarely confronts the proposal. It is that issue which is discussed next. The Australian Constitution separates executive (i.e. administrative) power in Chapter One, from legislative power in Chapter Two, and both from judicial power in Chapter Three. 69 The Copyright Tribunal of Australia is not a court established under Chapter Three, but rather an administrative decision-making body, and as such it does not exercise the judicial power of the Commonwealth. The Privy Council, in the Boilermakers Case, upheld the High Court's invalidation of provisions that had created the Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration under Chapter Three which had vested in that court a mix of non-judicial (making industrial awards) and judicial (enforcing those awards) powers. 70 The Privy Council stated:
The separation of powers issue
In a federal system the absolute independence of the judiciary is the bulwark of the constitution against encroachment whether by the legislature or by the executive. To vest in the same body executive and judicial power is to remove a vital constitutional safeguard.
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Those appointed to the Copyright Tribunal of Australia because of their status as current judges are not acting in any judicial capacity when sitting on the Tribunal, which is an administrative decision-making body. Rather, appointments of federal judges by the Commonwealth Parliament or Executive to such non-judicial roles falls within the long-standing persona designata ('designated person') exception to the Federal separation of powers doctrine.
The persona designata exception permits such appointments of federal judges to non-judicial roles so long as: (i) the appointment is in a personal capacity only, (ii) there is free volition on the part of appointee to accept or reject the position, and (iii) the appointed role is compatible with the discharge of judicial power. 72 The third issue, compatibility, has received attention by the High Court in three cases in the 1980s and 1990s. The first two of those cases involved the legislative vesting of executive power in those holding office as a Federal Court judge to grant, at the request of policing agencies, telecommunications interception warrants as personae designatae. 73 The final case involved the executive appointment of a Federal Court judge as persona designata to prepare an Aboriginal heritage report, addressed to the relevant government minister, on an area of South Australia. 74 In the first two cases the High Court concluded that the vesting of the warrant-issuing power was compatible with the discharge of judicial power; a decision whether to issue a warrant, while an administrate exercise of executive power, was a sufficiently independent function. 75 In the third case, however, the High Court concluded that the appointment to write a report for the minister was incompatible with judicial office because it: 'places the judge firmly in the echelons of administration, liable to removal by the Minister before the report is made and shorn of the usual judicial protections, in a position to that of a ministerial adviser'. 76 In arriving at that conclusion, the court emphasised that incompatible functions will be those which are 'an integral part of, or closely connected with, the functions of the legislative or executive Government'.
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It seems relatively uncontroversial to conclude that no current Tribunal function triggers any issue of incompatibility that would take the appointment of current federal judges to the Tribunal outside of the persona designata exception. While the Tribunal performs a range of administrative functionsincluding the declaration of collecting societies to perform statutory duties -it is not at all obvious that those functions so lack independence from, or are so integrated with, legislative or executive power as to transgress the boundaries set in the High Court authorities. However, the conferral of a power upon the Tribunal to make regulations -to legislate -is a far cry from its current arbitral and oversight administrative roles. 78 The making of such exceptions appears integral to the functions of legislative Government and therefore well outside of the persona designata exception under current separation of powers authorities. Accordingly, it is difficult to imagine that sitting Federal Court judges could be members of a Tribunal empowered to perform a legislative function without that membership offending basic separation of powers principles.
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This leads to the threshold hurdle confronting the reform idea being put in this article: how can a Tribunal legislate when doing so is likely to be unconstitutional? It seems important to the continued good standing of the Tribunal and the high quality of its decision-making that members with judicial experience remain as Presidential members. The resolution offered here is a straightforward one: 75 Grollo v Palmer (1995) 184 CLR 348, 367: 'because of the intrusive and clandestine nature of interception warrants and the necessity to use them in today's continuing battle against serious crime that some impartial authority, accustomed to the dispassionate assessment of evidence and sensitive to the common law's protection of privacy and property, be authorised to control the official interception of communications'. 'An extreme example of a function that may be given to courts as an incident of judicial power or dealt with directly as an exercise of legislative power is that of making procedural rules of court … Nevertheless it is clear enough that making rules of procedure may in one point of view be regarded as a legislative function, though in another point of view it may be considered as an incident of judicial power.' The legislative power in the judges of a court to make rules to govern the court's own processes appears to fall within a longstanding historical (as opposed to analytical) qualification on the separation of powers doctrine, and any legislative power to make copyright exceptions is seemingly well outside of that qualification.
reconstitute the membership of the Tribunal so that its Presidential membership only consists of retired federal judges.
If the core reform proposal being prosecuted here is considered sufficiently worthwhile, there are several reasons why this change to the presidential membership of the Tribunal is relatively straightforward. First, retired judges are currently qualified to serve as Presidential members of the Tribunal. Second, since Constitutional Amendment in 1977, federal judges must retire upon reaching the age of 70 and it is not uncommon for judges to consider this premature. 80 Because of that, and with ever-increasing life expectancies, an excellent pool of human capital has been created that is willing and able for future public service -such as membership of the Tribunal. 81 Third, and related to the second point, it is not uncommon for retired federal judges to perform a range of functions integral to legislative or executive Government that are squarely incompatible with the contemporaneous holding of judicial office under current law. Manifestly there is no federal separation of powers impediment upon retired federal judges performing such functions. Indeed, three High Court judges (Sir Isaac Isaacs, Sir William Deane and Sir Ninian Stephen) have been appointed after retirement to the position which sits closest to the pinnacle of executive power: Australian Governor-General.
Possible means of implementation
Section 200AB stands out as the current provision that could be overhauled to create the statutory footing for exceptions by regulation. As noted above the section was introduced in the wake of the AUSFTA as essentially a political solution to address the concerns of certain peak user groups, while also placating copyright owners by adopting the expedient of the three-step test as a restriction upon its operation. It was intended to create a flexible fall-back free exception regime for the benefit of libraries, archives, educational institutions and people with a disability. However, the inscription into the provision of the three-step test renders the operation of section 200AB quite obscure. Hudson concludes from her empirical work that the provision has had a poor reception from those sectors intended to benefit most from it. A key reason for this was its 'language that was bereft of meaning '. 82 This is unsurprising. The three-step test exists in international law to provide guiding criteria to national legislators when crafting exceptions to intellectual property rights. 83 The three-step test is neither addressed to, nor intended to be applied by, individual users.
It is worthwhile to broadly map out for the public policy consideration (i.e. without overly prescriptive detail) a different type of approach to fair use: revising section 200AB so that it becomes an exception defined by Tribunal regulation. A reformed section 200AB could simply provide that copyright is not infringed by a use within the scope of a regulation made by the reconstituted Tribunal under a new Division to be inserted into Part VI of the current Act. That new Division, when authorising the Tribunal to make exceptions by regulation, could require its satisfaction perhaps by the standard of 'convincing evidence' 84 of two basic criteria: first that the exception will serve the national public interest and second that it satisfies the three-step test.
Serving the national public interest is a quite generalised criterion and indeed it might explain all copyright exceptions in local public laws. The joint Australian and New Zealand position at the 1928 Rome conference to revise the Berne Convention was to advocate for a broad 'public interest' reservation to the then new broadcasting exclusive right. 85 This was to protect 'the cultural and social interests' linked to broadcasting. 86 Similar to the three-step test, it is a broad standard that should inform public law making rather than apply in private law as a defence. 87 It requires in any case an overarching consideration (well-suited to legislative processes) of the social benefits of weaker exclusive rights in copyright, as against the social harms of weakening the foundations that support copyrightdependant industries.
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The regime could incorporate a periodic process whereby the Tribunal is obliged to conduct public inquiries, like those undertaken by the US Copyright Office when recommending exemptions to DMCA liability. 89 However past regulations made by the Tribunal, rather than expiring unless revived (as occurs under the DMCA regime), might continue as presumptively meeting the two criteria. The onus would be placed on those seeking repeal or modification to establish an exception no longer satisfies one or both criteria. For any new regulatory exception, the onus would be placed on those seeking it to set out evidence that satisfies both criteria. There could also be a mechanism for a party to trigger with leave of the Tribunal in extenuating circumstances an ad hoc Tribunal inquiry into a possible new exception outside of any periodic inquiry process. At all times inquiries would be conducted openly.
Advantages of such an approach are both its flexibility and certainty: the capacity of the Tribunal to ex ante tailor rules-based exceptions. In this, each exception would be assessed against the three-step test under a process and in a forum capable of making that assessment. Issues such as an exception's relationships with other exceptions (e.g. existing remunerated exceptions) and contractual liability (e.g. the ability to contract out of exceptions) could be considered in each case within the assessment rubric of the two criteria. 90 Thus any exceptions so made could have bespoke qualities, and indeed the Tribunal could consider the creation of free exceptions that apply only in the absence of voluntary licensing schemes -'license it or lose it'. 91 The process would also permit other public agencies -such as the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) -to participate and provide evidence. 92 Moreover consigning this power to the Tribunal tends to depoliticise a policy contest that usually creates more heat than light. It would move the highly charged debates around new copyright exceptions to a forum accustomed and equipped to resolving issues in an evidence-based manner.
As delegated legislation, any Tribunal-made exceptions would be reviewable in two distinct fora: legal and political. Substantive grounds for judicial review are essentially confined to ultra vires issues. 93 Politically a Commonwealth regulation may, in general, be disallowed upon a motion being passed by either the House of Representatives or the Senate. 94 There are, however, over 40 types of legislative instruments that are not subject to such disallowance. 95 If this proposal were to be further explored, a likely topic for argument would be whether any Tribunal-made regulatory exceptions should be added to the list of those that are not disallowable.
Conclusion
For the relatively small jurisdiction of Australia, the Tribunal-based proposal outlined here appropriates benefits drawn from fair use's flexibility and black letter law's certainty. The proposal seeks to achieve this by also converting section 200AB's use of a treaty norm as nakedly applicable domestic law into a more fitting role: guiding a legislative process. However, the reform proposed cannot operate effectively without some public and private sharing of a cost burden. Inquiries being conducted periodically by the Tribunal would be a public administration task that is new to the Australian copyright system. Submission-making to such inquiries is taxing on those engaged in the process -particularly those actively compiling an evidence base to either convince or cast doubt on whether a proposed exception meets the necessary criteria. However, the quality of many of the submissions made to the numerous reviews into Australian copyright law over recent decades suggests that Australian peak bodies on all sides, and public bodies such as the ACCC, are well-equipped to fully participate in any such a rulemaking process.
The proposal put forward here may not attract support from the extreme ends of copyright politicseither those on the user side wanting to hold out for an open-ended Australian fair use exception or those on the rightsholder side wanting to hold at bay indefinitely the idea of any new exceptions regime. It is a middle-of-the-road suggestion, tapping into the strength of Australian institutions, and seeking to explore in the context of the government's response to the ALRC Report a different type of approach. The suggestion also has deep roots insofar as the earliest statutory copyright exception in the Anglo tradition was jurisdiction vested in the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council from 1842 to grant ad hoc compulsory licences. This was to remedy the apprehended suppression of individual works in their postmortem term. 96 That such a forum-based approach was the first example of a statutory exception to copyright might give some comfort to policy makers considering this proposal. However, this early precedent also represents a public policy warning. For over 100 years, until its abolition in 1956 not a single application was made to the Privy Council for the jurisdiction to be exercised. This history suggests that before any reform -and especially given that the Tribunal will most probably need to be reconstituted to facilitate that reform -key stakeholders and the government should be persuaded that such a Tribunal regulation-making power is needed, and its consultative processes will promote active participation from relevant interests.
